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We will become part of your company - and you will 
become part of the Tribe. Tribal is machining - quality, 
affordable, domestic, innovative machining. Give us a 
chance to show you the return on an investment in the 
Tribe. We are ready to serve you.

Executive Summary
To build your business, you built your brand - with 
quality, innovation and service. We understand 
that challenge. We want to help you with it. When 
you choose Tribal, you hire the Tribe. When you 
hire the Tribe, you hire its people. 

Guide to the Tribe

About Tribal 
Tribal is one of the most efficient and capable 
machining operations in the world.  We produce large 
volumes of both straight and directional machined 
parts and fittings - and assemblies made from them - at 
world-competitive pricing. 

As an American manufacturer, Tribal is:

Fast:  We have multi-generational industry experience 
and an impressive fleet of automated equipment. 

Agile:  We excel at both large and small orders, for stock 
parts or customized parts requiring development. 

Innovative:  We create for you and with you, oftentimes 
improving product with ideas and engineering.

Cost-Efficient:  We compete on costs through 
automation, power-buying and controlled overhead.

Nevertheless, Tribal is more than just fast, quality and cost-
competitive parts. We are a family owned and operated 
manufacturing company. And we are proud to be so. 

We also cherish the idea of partnership - because 
together, we can and will do more.  Whether through a 
family, a company, a country or a tribe, when we work 
together for a common cause great things can happen 
… and quickly too.  Your cause will be our cause.

Expand and strengthen your business with Tribal. 
We will work alongside you, to help you build your 
brand and grow your business.

When you choose Tribal, you hire the Tribe. When you hire the 
Tribe, you hire its people. We will become part of your company – 
and you will become part of the Tribe.



Quality
At Tribal, engineered quality is our foundation. 
Our reputation and market success are the best 
proof of it.

When it comes to machined metal parts, especially 
in the markets and for the customers we serve, 
quality cannot be compromised. Quality starts 
at raw materials and extends through every 
manufacturing step thereafter. Tribal knows this.

Some of the largest, multinational companies 
in the world have sent audit teams comprised 
of quality experts and engineers to review Tribal. 
Time and time again, we are approved as vendors 
- and quickly.

Tribal operates an ISO 9001:2008 factory in 
Marshall, Michigan, certified for more than 15 
years. In that time, we have never experienced 
a major non-conformance. Tribal also holds 
numerous certifications and approvals with 
NSF, UL and CSA listed products. 

The core of Tribal’s quality method is Statistical 
Process Control (SPC), because quality is a 
repeatable formula. Tribal not only has mastered 
quality manufacturing, we are a well-oiled, quality 
machine from top to bottom.

 Quality Quick Facts
     NSF certified products: NSF-pw G, Annex-G 

     (no-lead compliance)

     Full software-driven SPC capabilities

     Gages controlled by gage track software system

     Full process-control plans per part number

     1.33 Cpk maintained on critical characteristics
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Capabilities
Tribal’s capabilities are rare. They are one of our 
greatest advantages. We have an incredible fleet 
of automated machining equipment built for both 
straight and directional fittings. We have coupled 
this investment with high technology raw material 
handling equipment, high technology quality 
control equipment and high technology post 
processing equipment. With this battle machine, 
Tribal is hard to beat - and will serve you well in 
the daily business trenches.

Value Engineering:  We can examine your design 
and make recommendations for improvements, 
materials savings and more.

Value Sourcing:  We can examine your project and 
make recommendations for sources – or even 
manage those sources on your behalf.

Joint Presentations:  We can partner with you for 
joint presentations to your customers, as needed; 
a service that may be of value if you need to 
communicate the technical aspects of material 
selection or machining.

Custom Packaging:  We can custom pack, private 
label or even drop ship your product as required.

Custom Product Markings:  We can custom mark 
your products to your specifications.

Capability Quick Facts 
     Large fleet of rotary transfers -1/2" - 1"

     Large fleet of screw machines -1/4" - 2"

     CNC machining equipment 

     Automation from bar stock to borings

     Automated secondary equipment

     Automated annealing equipment

     Automated washing equipment

     Automated oil management equipment

     Automated packaging equipment

     Last year, Tribal produced products for customers         

     from millions of parts to less than 5,000 … every week.
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Tribal not only has mastered quality manufacturing, we 
are a well-oiled, quality machine from top to bottom.

 Sample Markets Served
     Plumbing & heating

     Propane & natural gas

     HVAC

     Fire suppression

     Wire & cable specialty

     Export (Germany, Mexico)

Sample Products Served
     PEX / plumbing fittings & valves

     Water regulators / check valves

     LP gas / POL fittings

     Copper pigtails / hogtails

     Plated fittings

     Custom specialty fittings & parts
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Innovation
Tribal understands the power of new ideas. Your 
business is driven by the next product.  With a history 
of patents and patents pending, we will be inventive 
for you too.

Join the tribe - and see how we can help you invent to 
grow your business.

Tribal has executed many product development 
projects, often contributing to the design process. 
We draw on our machining and manufacturing 
experience, and as members of your team, we will 
work to share our creativity with you.

We will also innovate production to help bring your 
products to life. Our production and engineering 
capabilities allow us to perform most development 
steps in-house. Faster to market is faster to profits.

Today, many industry trends demand development. 
We can produce:

Green Products:  We machine in green / eco alloys and 
produce millions of parts in these alloys each year.

Assemblies:  We put the pieces together - literally. 
We can test them, too - and on semi-automated or 
automated equipment if the project demands it.

Valves:  We machine and manufacture complete valves, 
valve parts and other specialty valves.  

Material Combinations:  We can combine metals and 
plastics - brass, steel, copper and plastic and more. 

Standards & Listings:  We can develop standards and 
obtain listings on your behalf.    

 Speed Quick Facts
     Cycle times as low as 2.5 seconds

     Engineering to minimize cycle times

     Fast & flexible set-ups

     Automated bar-handling equipment & automated                      

     chip-handling equipment

     Automated material-handling equipment from raw     

     materials to secondary processing

 Innovation Quick Facts
     Engineering department to support R&D

     Experience innovating and patenting

     3D modeling sourcing experience

Speed
Speed is in our blood. We make parts and fittings 
accurately and we make them fast. Automation, 
fast machines and low-touch production 
environments are important to our success 
together. This requires:

     Equipment

     Experience

     Investment

     Planning

Tribal owns some of the fastest, most flexible 
production machining equipment in the industry, 
which reduces setup and cycle times and delivers 
product at world-class pricing and turnaround times.

With generations of experience, we have 
developed techniques to reduce machining and 
setup times while achieving the target results of 
lower prices and on-time job completion.

We continually add new features to our machinery 
to reduce labor costs and improve processes. 
Some of our investments in speed include:

     Advanced machining centers

     Robotics

     Specialty tools

     Specialty attachments

     Specialty & custom equipment

     In-line handling equipment

     Handling raw materials

     Handling finished goods

     Finished processing equipment  

     Tool & form room

     ERP software solutions

     Automated packaging equipment

     Automated annealing equipment

     Automated assembly equipment

Tribal understands the power of new ideas. Join the Tribe - 
and see how we can help grow your business.




